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Remaining A Non Smoker

If you are reading this, either you have successfully quit smoking 

or are perhaps looking forward to remaining a non smoker after 

you have quit smoking. Either way the fact that you are reading 

highlights the underlying purpose – to remain a non-smoker 

which is a principle worth adhering. The greatest benefits of 

being a non smoker include not just better health, but also the 

financial savings. Over a period of time, the cost of smoking can 

be very high. If health complications arise, then the cost is only 

set to increase.

The litmus test for ex-smokers is when they have only recently 

given up smoking and when they are presented with situations 

that were in the first place triggers that induced smoking. These 

two factors, warrant attention in dedicated manner.

If you have just given up smoking, and particularly so through 

unaided means, then you would may be experiences nicotine 

withdrawal symptoms. These symptoms usually start a couple of 

hours after the last smoke you have had. They can include 

headaches, induce irritation and make you disposed to mood 

swings. They can also cause fogging of the mind and render to 

incapable of thinking effectively. Nicotine usually increases brain 

activity, which why many smokers report clear thinking after 

smoking a cigarette. 
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In case the symptoms are severe, then you must consider 

seeking nicotine replacement therapy but it is important to keep 

off from a cigarette because it would only take you back to 

square one. Remember the efforts that you have put in this far, 

and imagine having to make a start all over again. But it also 

needs to be mentioned that failure to quit is very common and 

smokers are often reported to have made several attempts 

before they finally were able to quit.

However if you have indeed kept off cigarettes for some time

now but still have the yearning, then you must understand that 

your current situation is not different from situations you were in 

before you started smoking. In fact, the withdrawal symptoms 

are only brain’s efforts to recondition and these symptoms are 

but natural. But the reconditioning process should be allowed to 

be complete. This brings us to the question of your response 

when you are faced with situations that had in the first place 

prompted you to smoke.

These situations may be several as discussed in the book itself. 

These situations cannot be wished away so you must be prepared 

for them. Be it work stress, the post-breakfast syndrome, or the 

need to smoke to clear your mind, can be tackled effectively 

without the assistance of a cigarette. When faced with situations, 

some dedication, discipline and the objective of being a non 

smoker with an understanding of reasons as to why you decided 

to quit smoking, should spring to the mind.
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A common perception is that smoking or similar activities allow 

us to relax. While there is medical evidence to support this, the 

‘relaxation’ comes at the cost of several other detrimental 

factors. Most of us today have not learnt how to relax and hence 

feel worked up often. Knowing how to unwind, will most certainly 

help you discard the need to smoke ever again. For instance 

when you feel stressed and crave for a smoke, taking in deep 

breath and giving yourself a minute to get a breath of fresh air 

can do wonders. Not only does it help calm the mind but it also 

helps you take the focus off the stress. While this activity does 

not actually eliminate the stress itself, it helps you overcome. It 

must be noted that smoking also does not help you eliminate 

stress, but the nicotine only clears the mind. But given the side 

effects of smoking, it is far too much a bargain not in your favor, 

to continue smoking.

Giving up smoking after having smoked for 15 years is quite 

challenging. I realized that I was pilling up health problems which 

would one day ruin me. When a friend actually showed me the 

amount of money I would have spent on cigarettes, it felt that I 

had reached the tipping point. It was not long before I had given 

up smoking all together. The initial 60 days were tough but then 

I managed hold firm. With every passing day, I built saw reasons 

to not smoke. These reasons became my defense in controlling, 

what is now only a feeble and vanishing voice, in mind that 

yearns for the cancer stick. I present them to you.
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Health – I am constantly reminding myself that I am a lot 

healthier now than I was when I was smoking. I have been lucky 

for having ended up with problems like heart valve failure, COPD 

or cancers of umpteen types associated with smoking. However I 

am aware that all the smoking I did puts me at a substantially 

higher risk for acquiring any of these problems. But I am also 

aware that if I do not smoke and maintain a healthy life, within a 

few years time, my risks would be lowered. These thoughts, as I 

would like to call them are my ‘health check’ in the mind.

Finances – In addition to health, the finances are actually quite 

a bother when you realize how much has been spent. My 

calculations as pointed out earlier in the book showed me that I 

could have been a richer man if I did not smoke. Besides the 

thought of having to spend money in future for cigarettes, I also 

dread the prospect of paying my medical bills. Being sick without 

a cent can be really hard and the thought alone is strong enough 

to keep me away from smoking.

Empathy – Personally, when I get to know about another 

smoker story, I am affected. A successful story adds to my 

confidence while a story of failure or about health conditions in 

smokers (which I have been getting to hear very often these 

days), makes me feel sad. Either ways these incidents only seem 

to give me a reason to stay a non smoker. What once used to be 

an admiration, when I spotted a smoker stylishly smoking is now 

replaced by pity and repulsion.
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Can’t go back – This is also another specific-to-me fear which I 

am however sure that many would have experienced in different 

forms. The struggle that ensues within before one finally quits 

smoking is nothing short of valuable. While I pat myself on being 

to achieve what many others have failed to, I also fear undoing 

all the achievement. It is this thought, of undermining my 

achievement which has become a standard for my self restraint, 

which comes instantly to my mind when even the smallest desire 

to smoke arises in me.

Play on the emotions – One of the most important driving and 

also sustaining factors on the path to becoming a non smoker are 

emotions. While the society does not deem smokers as 

untouchables, there is a perceivable disdain to smokers in most 

classes of society. If this can be tapped, a smoker can build 

another reason to quit and remain that way. That apart, once a 

smoker becomes quits smoking, other emotions, mainly those 

associated with ill health, like the thought of losing one’s family, 

the thought of causing financial trouble or the thought of not 

being able to lead a full life, can be powerful defenses. However 

these are carefully worked out thoughts and not instant defenses 

against immediate urges. But once developed they can help keep 

smoking at bay.
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Every individual has different reasons to give up or to continue 

smoking. The fact that most smokers have tried to give up 

smoking indicates that smoking is simply not right or beneficial 

to us. Neither is it necessary. It is made out to be necessary by 

constant abuse, as evident from the ‘taste complaint’.

Most smokers complain that they are used to the taste of one 

only brand of cigarettes, while other brands are not good. While 

tobacco may smell nice, it does not taste so good. A taste is 

acquired for a period of time. Most smokers would agree with me 

when say that it can take as long as two years before a liking is 

developed. During this time, the body does not actually need a 

cigarette. Yet other driving factors play an important role in 

forcing the body to get used to smoking. If a person can 

understand this, then the need to smoker appears as only an 

illusion.

Another important factor that has helped me stay a non smoker 

is the harmful effects of second hand smoking. Smoking not 

harms the smoker but also others around him or her. Smokers 

often do not realize this, and may sometimes also take offence 

when told that smoke is bothersome. But the truth is, it does 

cause harm. As an individual I don’t see any reason why 

somebody else has to be subjected to problems for your doing. 

That apart, I also fear for the health of my kids and my family. 
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Studies have shown increased health risks in non smokers and 

many of them have been conclusive. Besides that, I also fear 

that my two sons may emulate my behavior which I would not 

want them to. So if I have to take stand against their smoking, I 

should be able to justify it.


